
Hash House Harriets Penang
Runs every Thursday at 6pm

Newsletter 2434 
4 October 2018 

GM Note’s

GM:   Justbeer  016 418 4141
VGM:  Biker Sheila 016 708 5010
On Sec:  Bibi Tulips 012 408 1540
Hash Cash: Speedhound 016 458 4721
Ass. H.Cash:  No Choice 011 1435 5745

Run: 2433
Date: 27 September 2018
Hare: Sayor
Runsite: Bukit Gambir, lower road

Web: www.hashhouseharrietspenang.com
Email: onsec@hashhouseharrietspenang.com

The runsetting was delayed to 2pm on the Thursday and I dreaded going in the 
heat. Gathered to set were Mission Impossible, Beauty Queen, Baipass and Itchy 
Bai but there was no sign of  the hare. Rambo from the IA drove up and handed 
over some of  their logo paper to be laid as well. The Hare had asked permission 
(out of  courtesy) to have a joint trail and site.
The On In was just past the telecos tower and it was nice and cool once under 
the shade of  the trees.  Up and down we went as the trail led towards the top 
of  the ridge. In my haste to leave home I forgot my water bag and Itchy kindly 
shared his water with me. Thank you so much.
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Once on the top we descended the other side on a long On Down towards the 
farmer’s house. All around were Kalamansi limes but on the ground and rotting!! 
Such a shame!! We followed towards the junction, turned left went up the path 
and then turned left again. Something was rotting here and the stench made one 
gag!! We went passed a pack of  sleeping dogs and walked until we made a sharp 
left and went down in the bush only to re-emerge on to rows of  banana trunks. 
All the way down to the bottom of  the stream and valley we went only to be 
then told we had another ‘last’ On Up to do. At this point we were hot and tired. 
The water was gone and now we were not sure how long the On Up would be.
Taking a deep breath we crossed the stream and up we climbed and climbed and 
climbed. There seemed to be no end to it! Finally we reached the top and were 
back on the ridge. After that it was On Down and with aching legs and parched 
throats we finally emerged at the Chinese Temple and walked back down the 
road to the runsite.
By this time it was 5.30pm and hashers were already gathering for the evening’s 
run. Botak Chin had started early but there was no sign of  the IA members. 
The Hare had put up a tent in case it rained and it did look as though it would 
as it became very hazy and overcast. After briefing the Hashers regarding the 
two logo papers off  they all went. Just after the start Frozen Pussy, together 
with Biking Sheila, arrived and she quickly changed and went in too. At 6.30pm 
Moira @ Period arrived and started out just as an IA member as came and went 
in also.
Just past the hour Iceman returned and it was soon clear that he had missed one 
of  the left turns (probably going too fast) and he ended up at the Bkt Gambir 
Tea House and came back by way of  the horse stables thereby missing the last 
long On Up!! It turns out Marks & Spencer did the same!!
Imposter, Botak Chin and others emerged around 7.30pm claiming it to be a 
challenging run. Viking and two guests also came out in the dark.
We then got a text from Frozen Pussy to say she was in Farlim as she too must
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have missed the paper and not knowing the area she followed the path there. Bik-
ing Sheila went off  to fetch her and now only Moira and the IA member were to 
return. It wasn’t long before they too were back much to the relief  of  the GM if  
not the Hare.
By this time food was served and hungrily eaten and beers consumed and the 
noise level rose as more IA Dinner Club members arrived.
Out of  28 members, 3 guests and a number of  invitees, about 19 people actually 
started the run, though, as stated above, not all completed it as laid but Kudos to 
all!!!

Next week we are at Permai, Shoplots, 
for Handyman’s Run

Please come and support

Hareline 2018
Run Date Bunny/Hare Runsite
2435 11-10-18 Drippy Dick Youth Park
2436 18-10-18 Akz Hole Permai shoplots
2437 25-10-18 Bibi Tulips Leader Garden
2438 1-11-18 Jungle Jill Bee Gallery
2439 8-11-18 Ferrari TBA
2440 15-11-18 Diwali Run, guest 

fees RM 30
TBA

2441 22-11-18 Kissingher TBA

Please inform the On Sec a.s.a.p. where your run will be

Please respect the environment which we enjoy each week and ensure 
that no rubbish is left at the site, including cigarette butts, scraps and 
general litter. Thank you.
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PH2 has their Annual dance and dinner on October 5th. Tickets: RM70 for mem-
bers, RM90 for guests. Location: Sea Queen at Straits Quay.
More info and details: Iceman (+60 12 401 0117) or AML (+60 16 499 6007)

Announcements from the On Sec

Circle 
1. Welcome to returning guests Thomas and Mikel from Denmark.
2. The next on ice was Frozen Pussy for losing her way and ending up in Farlim 
from where she was rescued by Biking Sheila!
3. The GM then put Sayor on ice. He was the Hare of  the Day but didn’t set his 
own run saying that he had medical checkup during the day. Or was that mental 
checkup..... 

4. A charge from the floor saw the GM next on ice. Mission Impossible told us 
of  how the GM had called him at 7.30am to say she was having difficulty in get-
ting people to help set the run. “Why think of  me at that time of  day” he com-
plained! 
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5. A return charge by the GM put Mission Impossible on ice. She thanked him 
for sorting out the run and apologised for waking him so early but she could 
think of  no-one else at that time!! 
6. Hare on ice. Many thanks to Sayor for his hosting, challenging run, good food 
and the free beer.

Pictures of  the evening 
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23, Jungle Jill

14, Grashopper

29, Ronnie Tour

October

18, Akzhole

4, Justbeer
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Funnies
Sometimes I drink water - just to surprise my liver.

Hearing voices in your head is normal. Listening to them is quite common. Ar-
guing with them – acceptable. It is only when you lose that argument that you 
get in real trouble.

Of  course I have a talent. I’m really good in bed. Sometimes I sleep more than 9 
hours in one go.

According to my mirror I am pregnant. The father is Nutella.

... and out of  the chaos, a sentence came to me:
“Laugh and be happy, it could be worse!”
... and so I laughed and was happy and it really became worse.

If  you had to decide between a diet and a piece of  chocolate, would you prefer 
dark, white or milk chocolate?
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Invitation Runs
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Event Title: 40th Anniversary Taiping Hash House Harriers
Chapter Contact Number: 016 - 412 7837
Event Date: 17th November 2018
Event Time: 2.00pm onwards
Event Venue: Chuan Sin Cactus, Air Kuning, Taiping
Registration Fee Details: RM80.00. Closing Date: 30th September 2018
Contact: 
Grandmaster:   016 - 412 7837
On-Sec:   017 - 400 1576
On-Cash:   016 - 533 5595
Poh Ming - 012 - 587 3173
Yu Chai - 012 - 512 7928
Pai Kut - 016 521 1603
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Disclaimer: By taking part in a Hash House Harriets 
Penang run or event, you agree not to hold the or-
ganisers or any affiliated individual responsible for 
any injury or mishap that may happen to you.


